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Probing exciton dynamics using Raman resonances in femtosecond x-ray four-wave mixing
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Time-resolved coherent x-ray Raman signals of molecules are computed by formulating the nonlinear
response in terms of correlation functions of charge and current densities. Simulations performed on one-
dimensional molecular chains demonstrate that Raman resonances provide a direct local probe for valence-
excitation dynamics with high spatial and temporal resolutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent rapid progress in the development of coherent ul-
trafast x-ray pulses opens up a new era in x-ray spectroscopy
�1–6�. As pulse intensities and coherence properties are im-
proved, nonlinear all x-ray spectroscopies should become
feasible, allowing the direct investigation of electron motions
in atoms, molecules, and solid-state materials in real space
and real time. The high temporal �attosecond� and spatial
�subnanometer� resolution of these techniques offers a new
window into molecular structure and dynamical processes.
Relaxation dynamics of optically excited states have been
extensively studied by means of time-resolved x-ray-
diffraction and -absorption techniques �7–10�. Wilson and
co-workers have calculated time-resolved x-ray spec-
troscopies by a direct extension of the conventional theory of
stationary x-ray-diffraction and -absorption �11,12�.

Since the soft-x-ray wavelength (1�10 nm) is compa-
rable to a molecular size, the dipole approximation which
imposes strict selection rules in optical spectroscopy does
not apply, allowing a bird’s eye view of the entire manifold
of electronic transitions and inducing a strong dependence of
the signal on wave vectors �13�. The same state of affairs
exists in vibrational spectroscopy where short-wavelegnth
neutron scattering provides a global picture of the entire
spectrum of modes, in contrast with optical Raman and in-
frared techniques which are restricted by the selection rules
�14�. Nonlinear x-ray spectroscopies, thus, provide detailed
information on spatial coherence in excited states. By tuning
the x-ray frequencies across the core excitations of various
atoms it may become possible to investigate in detail the
nonlocal nature of valence-electronic excitations.

We have recently formulated a microscopic theory of non-
linear x-ray spectroscopy in terms of nonlinear response
functions �NRF� �15�, which in turn are given by combina-
tions of multitime correlation functions of the current- and
charge-density operators. It fully incorporates nonlocal ef-
fects in time and space and provides a systematic approach
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for computing the nonlinear response to any desired order in
the incoming fields. The time evolution of the density matrix
is represented by the Liouville space pathways for the non-
linear response which provide an intuitive picture of time-
resolved spectroscopies. This Liouville space NRF formula-
tion has several advantages over descriptions based upon the
wave function in Hilbert space �16�: Time ordering of the
interactions with the fields is properly maintained and
dephasings effects between the different electronic states
cannot be introduced in the wave function representation. A
similar approach was subsequently used by Bratos et al.
�17�. Application of this formulation to various nonlinear
x-ray techniques �18–21� demonstrated how the spatial co-
herence of an excited electron and/or a valence exciton be-
tween different atomic sites may be directly investigated.

This paper focuses on Raman resonances in x-ray four-
wave mixing. Four-wave mixing is an important family of
third-order optical techniques involving the coherent interac-
tion of the system with three incoming beams with wave
vectors and frequencies k1�1 , k2�2, and k3�3, to generate
a signal beam at various combinations of three wave vectors
ks��k1�k2�k3 and �s���1��2��3. Raman spec-
troscopy uses the difference of two high-frequency fields
(�1 ,�2) to probe lower-frequency resonances �1��2
��ab . Traditionally, the Raman process is performed with
optical fields which may be resonant with electronic transi-
tions, and the Raman low-frequency resonances correspond
to vibrational motions and low-lying electronic excitations
�22�. The ordinary Raman process uses a single external field
�1 and the signal �s is generated by spontaneous emission.
This spontaneous Raman-scattering �SRS� technique falls
within the realm of linear spectroscopy since the signal is
proportional to the incident intensity. The advent of nonlin-
ear spectroscopy in the 1960’s opened many new avenues for
detecting Raman resonances through differences of several
incoming beams. Most common is coherent Raman spectros-
copy �CRS�. This is a third-order four-wave mixing process
which generates a signal at ks�k1�k2�k3 ; �s��1��2
��3. The Raman resonances are observed when the signal
is monitored vs �1��2 �23�. Both SRS and CRS have been
developed into powerful analytical and diagnostic tools for
vibrational motions. In CRS the signal fields generated by all
molecules add coherently, hence the strong directionality. In
SRS, in contrast, there is no spatial coherence between mol-
©2003 The American Physical SocietyXX-1
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ecules and the signal intensities of various molecules are
added.

Analogous processes can be studied in the x-ray regime.
Here, the high-frequency beams create core-hole excitations
and the low-frequency transitions being probed are optical
valence excitations. Thanks to the development of synchro-
tron x-ray sources, many spontaneous x-ray Raman-
scattering �SXRS� studies have been carried out on mol-
ecules and solid materials �24–28�. However, the coherent
analog, CXRS, discussed in Refs. �19,21�, has not been re-
ported yet. In our previous papers, we calculated time-
resolved spontaneous �20� and the stationary coherent x-ray
Raman-scattering spectra �19� and showed how these tech-
niques may be used to probe relaxation dynamics of valence-
exciton states. Simulations of the stationary CXRS response
in a one-dimensional molecular chain �19� have shown that
the spatial coherence of valence exciton can be precisely
monitored by tuning the x-ray frequencies to different atomic
core resonances. Thus, the wave vector and frequency pro-
files of CXRS carry most valuable dynamical information on
energy and charge-transfer processes.

The aim of this paper is to develop the theory for time-
resolved coherent x-ray Raman scattering �TCXRS� and
demonstrate its potential utility as a universal local probe
that can readily detect real-time dynamics of valence excita-
tions in molecules. This four-wave-mixing process uses two
time-coincident pulses k1 and k2, and the x-ray signal at ks
�k1�k2�k3 is detected as a function of the variable delay
of a third k3 beam with respect to k1 and k2. We adopt the
same molecular model chain used in our previous study �19�.
Investigating real-time relaxation dynamics of optically ex-
cited states allows to probe exciton transport and trace the
origin of their strong nonlinear response to optical fields.

We present the model in Sec. II and develop a closed
expression for the time-resolved CXRS in Sec. III. Details of
the derivations are given in the Appendices. Numerical simu-
lations are given in Sec. IV, and the results are finally dis-
cussed in Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL

We consider a molecular chain with N�8 atoms, each
having three �core, occupied valence, and unoccupied con-
duction� orbitals, as shown in Fig. 1�a� �19�. This can be
regarded as a model for many types of conjugated molecules
such as polydiacetylene, polyacetylene and �-carotenoids
�29,30� and halogen bridged mixed valence platinum com-
pounds �31–33�. We include the transfer of the conduction
electron (tc) and valence hole (tv), but neglect core hole
transfer. On-site attractive Coulomb interactions between a
core hole and a conduction electron �core-exciton effect�
(Uac), between the valence hole and a conduction electron
�valence-exciton effect� (Uvc), and the on-site repulsive
Coulomb interaction between conduction electrons (Ucc) are
taken into account, in addition to the Coulomb repulsion be-
tween core holes (Uaa). Since states with two valence holes
do not contribute to the CXRS process, we did not include
the Coulomb repulsion between valence holes.

The single-electron picture of the valence excitations of
0338X
this molecule is depicted in Fig. 1�a� along with the interac-
tion and energy parameters for all sites. The zero orbital
energy is taken at the midgap between the valence and con-
duction levels. For clarity, the orbitals for the intermediate
sites are not drawn.

The molecular model Hamiltonian Hm is thus given by

Ĥm�� �
l�1,�

N

	aal�
† al�� �

l�1,�

N

	vv l�
† v l�� �

l�1,�

N

	ccl�
† cl�

� �
l ,m�1,� ,l
m

N

tv:lmv l�
† vm�� �

l ,m�1,� ,l
m

N

tc:lmcl�
† cm�

� �
l�1,� ,�̄

N

Ucacl�
† cl��1�al�̄

†
al�̄�� �

l�1,� ,�̄

N

Ucvcl�
† cl�

��1�v l�̄
† v l�̄�, �1�

where l and � denotes the site and the spin indices, and al�

(al�
† ), v l� (v l�

† ), and cl� (cl�
† ) are the electron annihilation

�creation� operators for the core, valence, and conduction
orbitals, respectively. tv:lm (tc:lm) are transfer integrals be-
tween the valence �conduction� orbitals. Transfer integrals
between core orbitals are neglected because they are usually
very small �much smaller than 0.1 eV� due to very weak
overlaps of the highly localized core orbitals �34�. The Cou-
lomb interactions between the core hole and the conduction
electrons, and between a valence hole and a conduction elec-
tron are denoted Uca and Ucv , respectively.

The eigenstates of Hm were computed by direct diagonal-
ization of the 81�81 matrix using the following basis set for
the single-core excited states:

�a;l�e�
1

2
�a1↑cl↑

† �a1↓cl↓
† ��g� , �2a�

�b;l�e�
1

2
�aN↑cl↑

† �aN↓cl↓
† ��g�, �2b�

with l�1, . . . ,N , where j� ( j�a ,b) denotes a core hole lo-
cated at site a or b, and �g� denotes the ground-state configu-
ration,

�g�� �
l�1,�

N

al�
† v l�

† �vac� , �3�

where �vac� is the vacuum state �no electrons�. For the
valence-exciton states, we use the following basis set:

�n;l�v�
1

2
�vn↑cl↑

† �vn↓cl↓
† ��g� �n ,l�1, . . . ,N �. �4�

Double-core-excited states which may be observed in x-ray
pump-probe spectroscopy �18� do not contribute to the
CXRS and will not be considered here. To allow spectral
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selectivity, we assume that the core-excited-state energies of
site a (ea) and site b (eb) are well separated.

The energy-level scheme for the global �many-electron�
states of our model is shown in Fig. 1�b�, where ea and eb
are the core-excited states at site a and b, respectively, and
g� denotes the valence-excited states.

The interaction of the molecule with a resonant radiation
x-ray field is given by the minimal coupling Hamiltonian
�15�

Ĥint��� dr ĵ�r�•Â�r,t �dr, �5�

FIG. 1. �a� One-electron picture of the Hamiltonian �equation�
and its parameters. �b� The TCXRS described using the many-
electron states. �c� The TCXRS process depicted using one-electron
energy levels.
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where Â(r,t) is the vector potential and ĵ(r) is the atomic
current-density operator

ĵ�r���
l�1

N

�r�Rl� ĵ l . �6�

Here, Rl denotes the lth atomic position, and

ĵ l��
l�

�� l
acal�cl�

† �� l
aval�v l�

† �� l
vcv l�cl�

† �H.c.�, �7�

where the atomic current-density operator matrix elements
for the ac �core-conduction�, av �core-valence�, and vc
�valence-conduction� transitions at the lth site are denoted by
� l

ac , � l
av , and � l

vc , respectively. We only retain the on-site
atomic radiative transitions; cross transitions between orbit-
als at different atomic sites may be safely neglected due to
their weak overlap.

Combining Eqs. �1� and �5�, the total Hamiltonian is fi-
nally given by

Htot�Hm�Hint . �8�

III. THE TIME-RESOLVED COHERENT
X-RAY RAMAN SIGNAL

We consider a four-wave-mixing process induced by three
x-ray beams. The incoming electric field is

E�r,t ��E1� t������exp� i�k1•r��1t ���E2� t���

�exp� i�k2•r��2t ���E3� t �exp� i�k3•r��3t ��

�ELO� t �exp� i�kLO•r��LOt ���c.c. �9�

In the TCXRS process depicted in Fig. 1�c�, the valence
excitation is created by the k1 and k2 pulses, the third k3
pulse is delayed by � , and the generated x-ray pulse is het-
erodyne detected. The TCXRS signal �s��1��2��3 is
resonant with the core-excited states, and �1��2 is tuned
across the optical valence excitation band. The wave vector
and the frequency of the local oscillator are taken as kLO
�ks and �LO��s , respectively. During the delay period the
valence excitation created at site a migrates to other atomic
sites and the valence exciton is finally detected at site b. The
migration of the valence excitation can then be probed
through real-time snapshots of the signal.

Our calculations are based on a nonlinear response func-
tion formulation of nonlinear x-ray spectroscopy �15� which
fully takes into account the spatial and temporal coherence
involved in the molecular response to the x-ray radiation
fields. We have recently used its frequency domain form, the
nonlinear susceptibility � (3), to describe the stationary re-
sponse of the coherent x-ray Raman scatterings �19�. The
time-integrated heterodyne TCXRS signal is given by �16�
X-3
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STCXRS�ks ,����2�sIm�
��

�

dtELO* � t �P (3)�ks ,t �

�exp� i��LO��s�t� , �10�

where P (3)(ks ,t) is the third-order nonlinear polarization de-
scribed by the nonlinear response function S (3), given in
Appendix A. The seven Liouville space pathways contribut-
ing to S (3) were given in Fig. 13 of Ref. �18�.

In all calculations, we assumed that the first two pulses
are time coincident, setting ���0 and that only the ground
state is initiallly populated: T�0 �zero temperature�. Be-
cause of the fast Auger decay, the core-excited state lifetime
(�10 fs) is much shorter than the dephasing time and the
population decay time of the optically excited states �pico-
second to nanosecond�. As a result, the dominant contribu-
tions to the CXRS come from the RIV pathway �18� which
only include the single-core-excited states and the optically
excited states; the signal originating from all other pathways
is rapidly attenuated because of the fast Auger decay process.
Retaining the RIV contribution in Eqs. �A10�, we obtain

STCXRS�ks ;���SIV�ks ;��

�
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2

��
0

�

dt1RIV��ks ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3�i��2��1�t2

�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2*� t���t3�t2�

�E1� t���t3�t2�t1�, �11�

where

RIV�� ĵ�r,t1�t2�t3� ĵ�r3 ,t1�t2� ĵ�r2 ,t1� ĵ�r1,0�� .
�12�

A closed expression for the signal in terms of the multipoint
�time and space� correlation functions is given in Appendix
A.

Expanding Eq. �12� in the eigenstates of Hm , and assum-
ing that the first pair of pulses, k1 and k2, is well separated
from the other pair, k3 and ks , leads to a doorway-window
expression for the TCXRS �16,35�,

STCXRS�ks ;���
2

�
Re�

g�
Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�exp� i��1��2���Ig�g���Dg�g��1 ,�2�.

�13�

Here, Dg�g(�1 ,�2) is the doorway function representing the
exciton wave packet created by the first pair of pulses
0338X
Dg�g��1 ,�2��
i

� �
e�ea ,eb

Jge;eg�
* �k1�k2��

��

�

dt��
0

�

dt1

�exp� i��2��1�t��i�1t1�E2*� t��

�E1� t��t1�Ig�g��t��Ieg� t1� �14�

and Wgg�(�1 ,�2 ,�3) is the window function representing
the generation of the signal,

Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3��
i

� �
e�ea ,eb

Jge;eg��k1�k2��
��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3

�exp��i��2��1�t�i��3��2

��1�t3�

�ELO* � t�t3�E3� t �Ieg� t3�Ig�g� t �, �15�

where Jab;cd(k) is a tetradic current-density matrix defined
as �18,20�

Jab;cd�k��� drjab�r� j cd* �r�exp��ik•r�. �16�

The doorway-window expression connects the signal with
the exciton wave packet motion and offers the following
physical picture for the TCXRS process: The state of the
system in the valence-exciton manifold is described by the
density operator. It evolves during t1, creating a doorway
wave packet which then evolves for the delay period � . Dur-
ing t3, a window wave packet is formed and the TCXRS
response is finally given by the Liouville space overlap of
the doorway wave packet with the window wave packet.

In our simulations, we have included the finite pulse du-
rations by assuming rectangular x-ray pulses with duration
1 for k1 and k2, and 2 for k3 and ks . Equations �14� and
�15� then assume the form

Dg�g��1 ,�2��
i

� �
e�ea ,eb

Jge;eg�
* �k1�k2�

2

i��eg��1���

�� sinh�� i��g�g��1��2����1/2�

i��g�g��1��2���

�
sinh�� i��eg���2��������1/2�

i��eg���2�������

�exp��i���eg��1����1/2�� , �17�

and
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Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�
i

� �
e�ea ,eb

Jge;eg��k1�k2�

�
2

i��eg���3�������

�� sinh�� i��g�g��1��2����2/2�

i��g�g��1��2���

�
sinh�� i��eg��s����2/2�

i��eg��s���

�exp��i���eg���3��������2/2�� . �18�

It is interesting to note that the TCXRS signal only de-
pends on the scattering wave vector q�k1�k2, unlike the
coherent optical Raman scattering, where the signal field
generated at ks�k3�k2�k1 depends on k3 as well. This can
be rationalized as follows: In Eq. �A6d� for the RIV Liouville
pathways, we must set r�r3 because the core-to-valence
transitions jab(r) and jbc(r3) should take place at the same
atomic site, leading to r�r3. Similarly, we set r2�r1. As a
result, the k3 dependence drops out. The q dependence,
comes through the factor exp�q•(r�r1)� , where r1 and r
denote the positions where the doorway wave packet and the
window wave packet are created, respectively.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

The valence and conduction orbital energies are chosen
such that the Frenkel exciton frequency, determined by the
energy difference between the conduction and valence orbit-
als at each atomic site, is the highest at site a and the lowest
at site b, creating an energy gradient from site a toward site
b, as is often seen in a donor acceptor push-pull polyenes
�29�. The core orbital energy is specific to each element and
we took the core orbital energy of site a to be 100 eV lower
than of site b: this mimics for example, nitrogen and oxygen
1s core orbital energies which are about 400 eV and 500 eV,
respectively.

A. X-ray- and optical-absorption spectra

Figure 2�a� shows the x-ray-absorption spectra corre-
sponding to the transition of core electrons to the unoccupied
conduction levels. The absorption lines of site a and b are
around 100 eV and 200 eV, respectively. The lowest intense
�104.6 eV and 203.8 eV� peaks correspond to core excitons,
in which the excited electrons from the core orbitals are
strongly localized at the same site due to the large core-
exciton coupling.

Figure 2�b� depicts the calculated optical-absorption spec-
trum. Since, we assume a rather strong 7 eV Coulomb inter-
action between a valence hole and a conduction electron, the
Frenkel exciton states where the conduction electron and va-
lence hole strongly bind at an atomic site lie below the scat-
0338X
tering state, where both particles reside at different atomic
sites. The Frenkel exciton absorption lines are, therefore, be-
low 10 eV, as shown in Fig. 2�c� on an expanded scale. The
intensity is sharply peaked at the lowest Frenkel exciton, and
the other peaks are rather weak, which is characteristic of
one-dimensional molecular chains �29�. If all atoms were
equivalent, because of inversion symmetry, only lines with
solid bars would be optically allowed. Here, since we have
different atoms at both ends, this selection rule is broken and
absorption lines due to the Raman active mode marked by
dashed bars have finite but weak intensities. The frequency-
domain CXRS technique clearly resolves the Frenkel exciton
and the scattering states which are not well separated in the
optical-absorption spectrum �19�.

B. Time-resolved CXRS

In Fig. 3�a�, we display the variation of the time-resolved
CXRS spectra with the time delay � , where �1 is fixed at the
a core exciton peak and �s is tuned to the b core exciton. We
have neglected charge redistribution effects, known as
shake-up processes �36,37� induced by core excitation. The
reason is that in the present model, the core electron is reso-
nantly excited to a strongly bound core-exciton state, where
charge neutrality around the excited atom is maintained. Va-

FIG. 2. �a� The x-ray-absorption spectrum. �b� The optical-
absorption spectrum. �c� The optical-absorption spectrum for the
Frenkel exciton states depicted on a log scale using an expanded
frequent scale.
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lence relaxation becomes important only when the core elec-
tron is excited to the high-energy continuum, the molecule is
ionized, and the Coulomb potential of the core hole potential
strongly affects the electronic levels by creating shake-up
states. The pulse durations are 1�5 fs for k1 and k2, and
2�0.5 fs for k3 and ks . In all the calculations, we took �
�64 meV corresponding to C 1s core hole lifetime due to
Auger decay (�10 fs) and ��1 meV, corresponding to a
typical electronic dephasing time for conjugated molecules
(�0.7 ps).

Since the highly localized core hole does not migrate �34�,
the valence exciton is created at site a by the combined ac-
tion of the k1 and k2 beams, and annihilated at site b by k3
and ks , as shown in Fig. 1. The TCXRS signal then becomes
large when the valence hole and the conduction electron are
located at the same site, i.e., site a or b forming a Frenkel
exciton. In Fig. 3, we tune �1��2 to �a� 6.70 eV, �b� 6.98
eV, �c� 7.40 eV, �d� 7.90 eV, �e� 8.44 eV, �f� 8.92 eV, �g� 9.28
eV, and �h� 9.63 eV, corresponding to the eight Frenkel ex-
citon peaks in Fig. 2�c�, respectively. The temporal profile of
the TCXRS signal strongly depends on �1��2, reflecting
the real-time wave-packet motion for each valence exciton.
The periodic change of the signal clearly seen in Figs. 3�b� to
3�f� corresponds to the back-and-forth valence-exciton
motion.

In Fig. 4�a� and 4�b�, we display the Fourier transforms of
the signals shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�e�, where �1��2 is
held fixed at the first �6.70 eV� and fifth �8.44 eV� Frenkel
exciton states, respectively. We observe quantum beats be-
tween different valence-excitons excited coherently by the
x-ray pulses k1 and k2. When �1��2 is tuned to a particular

FIG. 3. TCXRS versus time delay � for all eight Frenkel exciton
states arranged by energy from �a� to �h� when �1 and �s are tuned
at the a core-exciton peak and b core-exciton peak, respectively.
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exciton-state energy �g , Eq. �13� may be recast in the form

STCXRS�ks ;�:�1��2��g�

�
2

�
Re�

g�
Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�exp��i��g���g������Dg�g��1 ,�2�. �19�

The time evolution of the TCXRS is caused by quantum
beats between the valence-excitons around the tuned exciton
by �1��2��g . The doorway function Dg�g(�1 ,�2) in Eq.
�19� determines the probability of the coherent excitation of
the valence-excitons which depends upon the pulse frequen-
cies, �1 and �2, and durations, 1.

To illustrate the connection between the TCXRS and the
exciton wave packet motion in Liouville space, we have
computed the time evolution of the exciton density operator

� IV��1 ,�2 ;��

�exp� i��1��2����
g�

Ig�g���Dg�g��1 ,�2��g���g�.

�20�

FIG. 4. The Fourier transform of the TCXRS when �1��2

�6.7 eV �a� and 8.44 eV �b�, corresponding to the first and the fifth
Frenkel exciton states, respectively. The corresponding time re-
solved spectra are shown in the insets.
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The reduced density operator is given by

� IV;nl�����
�

Tr�cn�v l�
† � IV��1 ,�2 ;��� , �21�

where the diagonal and the off-diagonal matrix elements rep-
resent the induced charge density and the dynamical bond
order corresponding to the valence-exciton wave packet
�30,38�.

Figures 5�a–l�, depicts the time evolution of � IV;nl(�)
when �1��2�8.44 eV is tuned to the fifth Frenkel exciton
state. Since the first two x-ray beams create a Frenkel exci-
ton, the Frenkel exciton component represented by the diag-
onal element is larger than the scattering state component
�off-diagonal element� in which the valence hole and the
conduction electron are separated. If �1��2 is tuned to the
scattering exciton state, the off-diagonal elements are ex-
pected to be dominant. As we proceed from �a� to �f�, the
population of the valence-exciton spreads over the entire
molecule ��e� and �f��; it is localized on site b in �h� and �i�,
and then the wave packet spreads again over the entire mol-
ecule ��k� and �l��. This coherent exciton motion lasts until

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the density operator for �1��2

�8.44 eV. Shown is �� IV;nl(�)� in a common arbitrary unit. The
time delay � is varied from 0 fs to 6.6 fs in �a�–�l�. n and l axes are
labeled by the atomic site number for the valence hole and conduc-
tion electron, respectively.
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the electronic coherence of the valence-exciton decays due to
dephasing, as determined by the inverse linewidth �
�1 meV.

Since the third x-ray beam is resonant with the b core
exciton, the time evolution of the TCXRS directly probes
this valence-exciton wave packet at site b, as shown in Ap-
pendix C. In Fig. 6, we present the time evolution of
� IV;NN(�) when �1��2 are held fixed at the same Frenkel
exciton states as in Fig. 3. The close correlation between Fig.
3 and Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that the TCXRS is an ex-
cellent local probe of the valence-exciton wave-packet mo-
tion. By tuning �s to the a core exciton, we can observe the
exciton wave-packet motion at site a where the window
wave packet is created.

In Fig. 7, we display the time-resolved CXRS spectra as a
function of the delay � , where �1 and �s are tuned to the
core-exciton peak of site a. Values of �1��2 at �a� 6.70 eV,
�b� 6.98 eV, �c� 7.40 eV, �d� 7.90 eV, �e� 8.44 eV, �f� 8.92 eV,
�g� 9.28 eV, and �h� 9.63 eV, correspond to the eight Frenkel
exciton peaks in Fig. 2�c�, respectively. The temporal profiles
of Fig. 7 are quite different from Fig. 3. The TCXRS signal
of Fig. 7 correlates well with the density matrix elements
� IV:11 �not shown�. This clearly demonstrates that the
TCXRS is a local sensitive probe that can detect the exciton
wave-packet motion at any selected atomic site by simply
tuning the detected x-ray energies to the core-exciton peak at
that site.

To illustrate the effect of the probe duration 2, we show
in Fig. 8 the TCXRS for 2�5 fs: Figs. 8 �a� and 8�b� cor-
respond to the case of Fig. 3�b� and Fig. 7�b�, respectively,

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the diagonal element of the density
operator �Re�� IV;NN(�)� for the same �1��2 values as in Fig. 3.
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where 2�0.5 fs are used. The 2�0.5 fs signals are also
shown in the inset for comparison. Since the TCXRS is ob-
tained by the overlap of the doorway wave packets propa-
gated during � with the window function, the rapid change in
the wave packet is averaged out in Fig. 8, but the low-
frequency oscillation can still be seen.

Finally, we examine the q dependence of the TCXRS.
This dependence comes through the exp�q•(r�r1)� factor,
where r1 and r denote the positions where the doorway wave
packet and the window wave packets are created, respec-
tively. Since we only considered fields resonant with two
core orbitals at both end atoms, the TCXRS shows q depen-
dence only when the first two x-ray beams, (k1 and k2), are
resonant with the core-excited state of site a, while the other
two are resonant with the core-excited states of site b, as is
the case in Fig. 3. The wave-vector dependence of the
TCXRS for Fig. 3�d� is shown in Fig. 9, q�2�/L• j is taken
as �a� j�0, �b� j�0.1, �c� j�0.2, �d� j�0.3, �e� j�0.4, �f�
j�0.5. Varying q is equivalent to changing the phase rela-
tion between the x-ray pulses, making it possible to investi-
gate the amplitude as well as the phase of the induced third-
order nonlinear polarization.

For molecules with several sites with nearly degenerate
core-exciton energies the q dependence is not merely
through the phase and the q dependence of the signal
through Eqs. �13�, �14�, and �15� should carry a direct signa-
ture of excitation transport. Optical transient grating experi-
ments of excitations are commonly used to observe long-
wavelength diffusion �16,39�. Attempts to use this technique
to probe coherent exciton motion in molecular crystals at low

FIG. 7. TCXRS versus time delay � for all eight-Frenkel-
exciton states in �a�–�h�, when �1 and �s are both tuned at the a
core-exciton peak.
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temperatures were not successful �39�, since the long-
wavelength dynamics was dominated by polaritons �40,41�.
X-ray gratings such as in the CXRS should allow to probe
the dynamics of excitations on much finer length scales,
making it possible to observe coherent exciton motions.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have formulated the time-resolved
CXRS in terms of nonlinear response functions involving the
electronic current. Numerical simulations demonstrate how
the real-time dynamics of the valence-exciton wave packet in
a one-dimensional molecular chain may be investigated with
an atomic scale precision: By tuning the x-ray frequencies
across a core resonance, we can probe the time evolution of
the valence-exciton wave packet at selected atomic sites. The
technique thus provides real-time snapshots of valence-
exciton motion. This is in contrast with SXRS which takes
place at a single atomic site because the core hole is local-
ized and is immobile. Consequently, SXRS cannot observe
the spatial coherence among separated atomic sites �20�.

Optical four-wave-mixing spectroscopy has been widely
used to investigate exciton transport in semiconductors and
molecules �29,42�. Recent experiments revealed the impor-
tant role of many-body correlations of excitons which cannot

FIG. 8. TCXRS for �1��2�6.98 eV �the fourth Frenkel exci-
ton�: �a� �1 and �s are fixed at the core-exciton peaks of a and b
sites, respectively, �b� �1 and �s are both fixed core-exciton state at
the a site. The pulse duration 2 is 5 fs.
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be explained by a simple model of noninteracting two-level
systems within the local-field approximation �43,44�. In
many conjugated molecules, exciton-exciton interactions as
well as exciton-phonon couplings play an important role in
the relaxation dynamics �29,39,42–45�. Probing the spatial
and temporal coherence of excitons would be a most valu-
able tool in the investigation of these mesoscopic materials.
While in optical nonlinear spectroscopy the spatial informa-
tion on exciton transport is highly averaged due to the long-
wavelength limit, the TCXRS observes the temporal evolu-
tion of spatial coherence of valence-excitons between
different atomic sites with atomic resolution. This is illus-
trated by our simulations.

The important molecular time scales of our system are the
dephasing time �d(�1 ps), the population decay times of
the valence-exciton states �p(�10 ps) and the core excited
states �c(�10 fs); Usually �c��d��p . Very recently
Drescher et al. have generated x-ray pulse with the 0.5 fs
duration by high harmonic generation, and observed time-
resolved Auger emission spectrum with the time resolution
of 7 fs �46�. Such x-ray pulses are shorter than �d , making it
possible to investigate the valence-exciton transport in real
time.

In order to observe the nonlinear response in the x-ray
regime, the field intensity should be sufficiently high. In Ref.
�19�, we gave a crude estimate for the magnitude of the
resonant � (3). Using the C 1s→2p atomic dipole transitions
in polydiacetylene �PDA�, we found it to be about 3.5
�10�12 esu under fully resonant conditions, where we have
used 6.2�10�29 esu for the atomic dipole transition, 0.032
eV for C 1s Auger decay lifetime broadening, 0.03 eV for
the lifetime broadening of the optical excited state (1Bu state
in PDA�, and 1.7�10�21 cm�3 for the density of molecule.
This is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than � (3) in the

FIG. 9. The wave vector q dependence of the TCXRS for
the signals shown in Fig. 3�d�. The scattering wave vector
q�2�/L• j is �a� j�0, �b� j�0.1, �c� j�0.2, �d� j�0.3,
�e� j�0.4, �f� j�0.5.
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optical region �47�. However, recent progress in the genera-
tion of intense femtosecond spatially coherent x-ray pulses
by high harmonic generation should make these measure-
ments possible �48�.

Since the present calculation was carried out using the
sum-over states expression for NRF, electron correlation ef-
fects may be fully taken into account. We restricted the cal-
culation to small molecules in order to illustrate the potential
of the TCXRS. As the molecular size increases, however,
computing the exact global eigenstates of the system be-
comes a formidable task. Since what we can actually observe
are multitime correlation functions, the complete information
about the exact eigenstates is redundant. Instead, we can
adopt a different strategy based on solving the equations of
motion for the appropriate many-particle Green functions to
obtain the reduced density matrix �16�. The collective elec-
tron oscillator method based on the time-dependent density
functional or the time-dependent Hartree-Fock has proven
very useful for nonlinear optical spectroscopy �30,38�. Ex-
tending these techniques to the x-ray regime by incorporat-
ing the core levels should allow to extend the present calcu-
lations to more complex systems.

An interesting future extension of this work would be to
include time resolved shake-up effects. In x-ray absorption,
the x-ray excited electron will partially screen the core hole,
such that the shake-up response of the many electron system
is strongly dependent on the energy of the excited electron;
and in fact, near threshold the screening is largely complete
and little shake-up occurs. With time resolved x-ray spec-
troscopies, it should be possible to observe the decrease in
this screening as the excited electron leaves, and the subse-
quent onset of shake-up excitations. Similar screening effects
occur in photoemission and the time resolution of photo-
emission shake-up could likewise be observed �49–52�.
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APPENDIX A: NONLINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
FOR TCXRS

Below we give explicit expressions of the correlation
functions for the third-order nonlinear polarization. In the
heterodyne detection of the time-resolved four-wave mixing,
the external electrical field may be represented as

E�r,t ��E1� t������exp� ik1•r�i�1t ��E2� t���

�exp� ik2•r�i�2t�i���E3� t �exp� ik3•r�i�3t �

�ELO� t �exp� ikLO•r�i�LOt�i���c.c., �A1�

where we have assumed a phase control of the pulses. In Eq.
�A1�, � is the relative phase of E2 with respect to E1, and �
X-9
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is the phase of the local oscillator with respect to E3. In the
present applications, we assume ����0 and ���0.

The third-order nonlinear polarization P (3)(r,t) is given
by Eq. �A2� in Ref. �18�. Fourier transform with respect to r
gives

P (3)�ks ,t �

�� drP (3)�r,t �exp��iks•r�

�� dt3� dt2� dt1S (3)��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�E� t�t3�E� t�t3�t2�E� t�t3�t2�t1�, �A2�

where �s��1��2��3 and ks�k1�k2�k3. In Eq. �A2�,
S (3)(�ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1) is defined as the multidimen-
sional Fourier transform of S (3)(r;r3r2r1t3t2t1)

S (3)��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1S (3)�r;r3r2r1t3t2t1�

�exp��iks•r�ik3•r3�ik2•r2�ik1•r1� . �A3�
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Substituting the form of S (3)(r;r3r2r1t3t2t1) given by Eq.
�A6� in Ref. �18� into Eq. �A3�, we then have

S (3)��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�
1

�3��1�2�3�s�
�
��1

4

�R���ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�R�*�ks ;�k3 ,�k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�� , �A4�

where the response function in the frequency domain is de-
fined similar to Eq. �A3� by

R���ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

���i �3� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1R��r;r3r2r1t3t2t1�

�exp��ik3•�r�r3��ik2•�r�r2��ik1•�r�r1�� .

�A5�

Using the expression of the response functions given in Eqs.
�A7� in Ref. �18�, we have
R1��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1��i �
abcd

P�a �� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1 j cd�r� jda�r1�

� jab�r2� jbc�r3�exp��ik3•�r�r3��ik2•�r�r2��ik1•�r�r1��Idc� t3�Idb� t2�Ida� t1�, �A6a�

R2��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1��i �
abcd

P�a �� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1 j cd�r� jda�r1� jab�r2� jbc�r3�

�exp��ik3•�r�r3��ik2•�r�r2��ik1•�r�r1��Idc� t3�Idb� t2�Iab� t1�, �A6b�

R3��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1��i �
abcd

P�a �� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1 j cd�r� jda�r3� jab�r1� jbc�r2�

�exp��ik3•�r�r3��ik2•�r�r2��ik1•�r�r1��Idc� t3�Iac� t2�Iab� t1�, �A6c�

R4��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1��i �
abcd

P�a �� dr� dr3� dr2� dr1 jab�r� jbc�r3� j cd�r2� jda�r1�

�exp��ik3•�r�r3��ik2•�r�r2��ik1•�r�r1��Iba� t3�Ica� t2�Ida� t1�, �A6d�
where a ,b ,c , and d denote the many-electron states and jab

is the matrix element of the current-density operator between
the states a and b. The thermal population for the state a,
P(a), is goverend by Boltzmann distribution function. Iab(t)
is an auxiliary function representing the Liouville space
Green function �16,20�

Iab� t �� � t �exp��i�ab��ab�, �A7�
where �ab�	a�	b is the transition frequency between
states a and b.

We next apply this formula to the three band core-exciton
model shown in Fig. 1�b�. The ground, single-core-excited
state, and valence-excited state are denoted by �g� , �e� �or
�e��), and �g�� , respectively. When all the incoming x-ray
beams are nearly resonant with the single-core-excitation en-
ergies, there are only seven Liouville space pathways which
survive under RWA �rotating wave approximation�, as shown
in Fig. 13 in Ref. �18�. By expanding Eqs. �A6� in terms of
-10
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the eigenstates of Hmat , we then have

RI��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�i �
gee�g�

P�g �Jg�e;eg�k3�k2�Jg�e�;e�g
* �k3�k2�

�Ieg�� t3�Iee�� t2�Ieg� t1�, �A8a�

RII��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�i �
gee�g�

P�g �Jg�e;eg�k3�k1�Jg�e�;e�g
* �k3�k1�

�Ieg�� t3�Iee�� t2�Ige�� t1�, �A8b�

RIII��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�i �
gee�g�

P�g �Jg�e;eg�k2�k1�Jg�e�;e�g
* �k2�k1�

�Ieg�� t3�Igg�� t2�Ige�� t1�, �A8c�

RIV��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�i �
gee�g�

P�g �Jge�;e�g��k1�k2�Jge;eg�
* �k1�k2�

�Ie�g� t3�Ig�g� t2�Ieg� t1�, �A8d�
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RV��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

��i �
gee� f

P�g ��Je� f ; f e�k1�k2�Jeg;ge��k2�k1�

�J f e;ge��k1�k3�J f e�;ge
* �k1�k3��

�I f e�� t3�Iee�� t2�Ige�� t1�, �A8e�

RVI�k3�k2�k1 ;�k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

��i �
gee� f

P�g ��J f e;e� f�k1�k3�Jeg;ge��k3�k1�

�Jeg;e� f�k2�k3�J f e;ge��k3�k2��

�I f e�� t3�I f g� t2�Ieg� t1�, �A8f�

RVII��k3�k2�k1 ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

��i �
gee� f

P�g ��J f e;e� f�k1�k2�Jeg;ge��k2�k1�

�J f e;ge��k2�k3�Jeg;e� f�k3�k2��

�I f e�� t3�Iee�� t2�Ieg� t1�. �A8g�

The heterodyne TCXRS signal is given in Eq. �10�. Com-
bining Eqs. �10�, �A2�, �A4�, and �A8�, the signal is obtained
by summing over all the contributions of the seven Liouville
pathways

STCXRS�ks ,����
j�I

VII

S j�ks ,��, �A9�

where
SI�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RI��ks ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3�i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2*� t���t3�t2�E1� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10a�

SII�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RII��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2� t���t3�t2�E1*� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10b�

SIII�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RIII��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2� t���t3�t2�E1*� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10c�

SIV�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RIV��ks ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2*� t���t3�t2�E1� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10d�
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SV�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RV��ks ;k3 ,k2 ,�k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2� t���t3�t2�E1*� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10e�

SVI�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RVI��ks ;�k3 ,k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp��i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3*� t�t3�E2� t���t3�t2�E1� t���t3�t2�t1�,

�A10f�

SVII�ks ,���
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3�
0

�

dt2�
0

�

dt1RVII��ks ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t3 ,t2 ,t1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�t3 �i��2��1�t2�i�1t1�ELO* � t �E3� t�t3�E2*� t���t3�t2�E1� t���t3�t2�t1�.

�A10g�
Among all the Liouville space pathways �I�–�VII�, SV to
SVII which include the double-core-excited states, give a
small contribution to the signal, because the double-core-
excited state lifetimes are extremely short and they can only
contribute within a very short-time period. Similarly SI and
SII include the electronic population of the single-core-
excited state during the time period t2; these contributions
are rather small compared to SIII and SIV . Only SIV survives
under the phase-matching condition ks�k3�k2�k1.

APPENDIX B: DOORWAY-WINDOW EXPRESSION
FOR TCXRS

To derive the doorway-window expression for TCXRS,
we start with Eq. �11� and change the time variables to obtain

SIV�ks ;��

�
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Im�

��

�

dt�
��

t

d�3�
��

�3��

d�2

��
��

�2
d�1RIV��ks ;k3 ,�k2 ,k1 ,t��3 ,�3��2

�� ,�2��1�ELO* � t �E3��3�E2*��2�E1��1�

�exp� i��3��2��1�� t��3��i��2��1��3

�i�2�2�i�1�1�i��2��1��� . �B1�

Assuming no temporal overlap between the first two pulses,
k1 and k2, and the latter two pulses, k3 and kLO , we can
safely extend the upper limit of the integral for �2 to infinity,
which results in
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SIV�ks ;��

�
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Re �

gee�g�
P�g �Jge�;e�g��k1�k2�

�Jge;eg�
* �k1�k2��

��

�

dt�
��

t

d�3�
��

�

d�2�
��

�2
d�1

�ELO* � t �E3��3�E2*��2�E1��1�Ie�g� t��3�

�Ig�g��3��2���Ieg��2��1�exp� i��3��2

��1�t �i��3�i�2�2�i�1�1�i��2��1��� ,

�B2�

or

SIV�ks ;��

�
�2

�3

1

�3�2�1�s
Re �

gee�g�
P�g �Jge�;e�g��k1�k2�

�Jge;eg�
* �k1�k2�exp� i��1��2����

��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3

�exp��i��2��1�t�i��3��2��1�t3�

�ELO* � t�t3�E3� t ��
��

�

dt��
0

�

dt1

�exp� i�2t��i�1� t��t1��E2*� t��E1� t��t1�

�Ie�g� t3�Ig�g� t �Ig�g���Ig�g��t1�Ieg� t1�. �B3�

Using the definition of the doorway and the window func-
tions �Eqs. �14� and �15�, Eq. �B3�� finally leads to Eq. �13�.
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APPENDIX C: THE DOORWAY FUNCTION
IN THE SNAPSHOT LIMIT

In this appendix we prove that in the snapshot limit the
time evolution of the TCXRS coincides with that of the re-
duced density operator defined in Eq. �21�.

In terms of the density operator defined in Eq. �20� the
doorway-window expression for the TCXRS Eq. �13� can be
recast in the form

STCXRS�ks ;���
2

�
Re�

g�
Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�Tr� �g��g��� IV��1 ,�2 ;���

�
2

�
Re�

g�
Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

��g��� IV��1 ,�2 ;���g� . �C1�

We now assume that �s��3��2��1 is near resonant with
the core excitation of site b. In this case, the contribution of
the core-excited state of site a has been averaged out by the
t3 integral of Wgg�

�
��

�

dt�
0

�

dt3ELO* � t�t3�E3� t �

�exp��i��eg���3��2��1��t3��t3�

�exp��i��g�g���1��2��t��t� , �C2�

because the phase of �eag�(�3��2��1) changes rapidly

during 2. On the other hand, the phase of �ebg�(�3��2

��1) is slowly varying during 2 of the t3 integral, so that
we can take the following snapshot limit:

ELO* � t�t3�E3� t ��ELO* � t �E3� t � �C3�

leaving only eb states in the summation of the core-excited
states of Wg�g . We then have
0338XX
Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�
i2

� �
e�eb

Jge;eg��q��
��

�

dtELO* � t �E3� t �

�exp��i��g�g���1��2��t��t� . �C4�

Using the completeness relation

�
e�eb

Jge;eg��q��exp� iq•�R1�RN���N
vc�

�
�g�cN�vN�

† �g��,

�C5�

Eq. �C4� is reduced to

Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�
i2

�
exp� iq•�R1�RN���N

vc�
�

�g�cN�vN�
† �g���

��

�

dt

�ELO* � t �E3� t �exp��i��g�g���1��2��t��t� .

�C6�

When 2 is shorter than the characteristic time scale of
the valence-exciton wave-packet motion, we can assume

ELO* � t �E3� t ��� t �, �C7�

leading to

Wgg���1 ,�2 ,�3�

�
i2

�
exp� iq•�R1�RN���N

vc�
�

�g�cN�vN�
† �g�� . �C8�

Inserting this into Eq. �13� and comparing with Eqs. �20� and
�21�, we finally obtain

STCXRS�ks ;��!�Re�� IV;NN���� . �C9�
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